FUNDAMENTALS AND DIRECTIVES TO BUILD A ROBOT WITH LMEEC TECHNOLOGY PART X: THE DOORS PROTOTYPES
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X. The Doors Motion. To design a remotely controlled door robotic
rover over a wi-fi network, using an Arduino Uno connected to an
ESP8266 Wi-fi module and two stepper motors. The robot can be
controlled from an ordinary internet browser, using a HTML
designed interface. An Android smartphone is used to broadcast
video and audio from the robot to operator's control interface. There
are a lot of robotic kits available online with various shapes,
dimensions and prices. But, depending on your application, none of
them will fit, and you might find out they are too expensive for your
experiments. Or maybe you just want to make your your mechanical
structure instead of buying a complete one.This tutorial also shows
how to design and build a low-cost acrylic frame for your own robotic
project, using just ordinary tools for those who doesn't have access
to those expensive 3D printers or laser cutters. A simple robotic
platform is presented. This guide might be adapted to have its shape
or control interface changed. To fully exploit this we can take
advantage of the potential of the embedded systems that are
available at each comment of our life which is a computer system
designed to perform one or a few functions dedicated in real time.
The car, the elevator, the audio equipment, the airplane are
controlled by computers that normally do not have a screen, a
keyboard or hard disk, and do not respond to what we commonly
call a personal computer. Embedded systems despite not being
named are in many parts, in fact, it is difficult to find any device
whose operation is not based on any embedded system, from
vehicles to cell phones and even in some common appliances such
as refrigerators and microwave ovens. One of the great
technological advances in the last 2 years is the creation of the intel
galileo board. This works under the Intel architecture compatible with
arduino being a complete hardware and software solution that helps
to explore the space of the internet of things. And to create
innovative projects. In order to program the intel galileo board, it is
necessary to make the most of the microsd card to which the linux
operating system can be installed to optimize the resources of said
board (being an embedded system), thus working with the
programming language of our pleasure but always bearing in mind
that what is needed are the following attributes of quality: reliability,
speed, availability and security since, as explained above, its
operation is in real time. In this section we will see how to make the
prototype application of control and monitoring using the intel galileo
board applied to home automation which is an alarm system
involving a pir sensor connected to the intel galileo board in addition
to a webcam, when the sensor Detect a strange person. The
webcam will take a picture each time at home which will be sent by
email to the owner's email address. This photo taking will be done
repetitively every 7 seconds while motion is detected. We need: A.
intel galileo. B. 5v / 2a feeder (included in box). C. Sensor
movement pir (fresnel lens). D. Ethernet Cable. E. micro sd memory,
(minimum 8 gb). F. Resistors: 10k x1, 220 ohms x1. G. Led x1. H.
Webcam 3.6 megapixel minimum. We have an Arduino Galileo Intel
Board: USB Client port to connect to the computer for programming
the Galileo with Arduino.

ABSTRACT
It describes the teenth set of Fundamentals and Directives to build a
Robot with a set of LMEEC (Logical - Mechanical - Electrical
Electronical and Control) technology, in this part it will be described
the use super sensors. This is not that pretty basic to any student,
any teacher or any professional with previous robot building
experience might find useful information regarding the general
method of building a robot, it take step by step the LMEEC
technology that are used to build a robot.
I NT RO DU CT I O N
Low energy doors are often thought of as "handicap accessible
automatic doorways". These doorways usually have signage
showing the universal symbols that are understood as wheelchair
accessible openings. In most installations, low energy door systems
are either swinging or sliding doors. They are predominantly
activated by a "knowing act" on the part of the doorway user. A
button or push plate is used to activate the door operating
mechanism. A person wishing to enter the doorway must push the
button to start the door opening function. The low energy
requirement of these doorways pertains to the forces exerted by the
moving door through all aspects of the opening and closing cycle[1].
This approach to this network of networks known as the Internet,
brought many advantages, being one of the most important to
shorten distances, allowed network users to access a large amount
of information and also place the information within reach of the rest
of users and this became a tool for everyday use in the office and at
home. Internet enabled tasks that years ago would take days or
hours in a few minutes giving rise to new ideas [2]. The possibility of
remote control and maintenance operations was seen using the
internet and this will be the focus of this project, which takes as a
starting point the possibility and scope of using the internet as an
easily accessible means to allow control and the maintenance of
electronic devices [3]. With a simple browser it has a complete and
real-time view of the state of an industrial plant, a farm or the
security system of a home, and this can be controlled from
anywhere in the world that has an internet connection available [4].
This is how the new concept called Internet of Things (IoT) was
born, as we are entering an era in which the internet has the
potential to dramatically improve the lives of everyone on our planet
[ 5] .
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Port 2.0 USB Host serves as interface support with USB devices in
this case here the webcam is connected. Ethernet port where the
Galileo connects up to any speed of 10/100 Mb / s LAN. To connect
to the internet and manage to send email. Power In This is a 2.1mm
jack for a regulated 5V clean power supply. ΜSD card Galileo
supports up to 32 GB microSD cards. In this case it will be at least 8
GB where the LINUX Yocto will be installed. Reset button Pressing
this button starts the LINUX installed on the Intel Galileo Board.
Here is used to store the main sketch which will start when you turn
on the Intel Board. Galileo is a microcontroller based on the iquark
soc x1000 application processor. It is the first board based on Intel
architecture and designed to be compatible with arduino. The digital
inputs from 0 to 13 (and the pins aref and gnd), the analog inputs
from 0 to 5, the power input. Galileo is also compatible with the
arduino development environment (ide), which facilitates its
usability. In addition to that compatibility with arduino, galileo has a
series of ports and features that are standard in the pc industry and
that take their capabilities beyond the ecosystem of arduino siles.
Then, we have: A. The intel galileo board can be powered by the
usb client port but intel does not recommend it since the board can
be burned, instead it is recommended that the power socket be
through the power in with a power supply of 5 v cd regulated. B. It is
recommended that the contracted internet be reliable and the
modem available is in good condition because otherwise the device
functionality can not be guaranteed, being the responsibility of the
user if a failure occurs. C. It must be disconnected as long as it is
not needed. D. When connecting to the outlet the pir sensor
requires a preparation time to start operating properly (from 10 s to
30 s), so the absence of people is recommended. Passive infra
red. A. Measuring range 6m> = x <= 10m. B. Minimum calibration
time. C. It has only three terminals: two are used for power and the
remaining is the motion detection output. Operation. It contains
special filters called fresnel lenses that focus the infrared signals on
the sensor element. When the infrared signals of the environment
where the sensor is changing rapidly, the amplifier activates the
output to indicate movement, this output remains active a few
seconds allowing the microcontroller if there was movement.
Webcam. A. 360 ° rotating head. B. Compatible with any USB 2.0
port itself through which it is powered. C. 60 fps image sensor
(frames per second). D. Maximum resolution 1024x680 (vga). E. 4
night vision leds. F. Compatible with linux with driver v4l2.
II. We will connect the pir sensor on the pins of the galileo. The
distribution of the sensor pins may vary depending on the model. In
our case, the output pin is in open collector mode so we will have to
put a resistance of 10k. The circuit based for this purpose is the
following:

Each time a PIR sensor is powered, using Edison’s principle, as
ramptors team showed at Part I of this Research Project, there is a
small calibration time that varies in each sensor. This is why we
connect the sensor power pin to a Galileo digital output to control
this calibration. We will also put a led with a resistance that will turn
on every time the PIR sensor detects movement. Each time a py
sensor is powered by the direct current; there is a small calibration
time that varies at each sensor. This is why we will connect the
sensor power pin to a galileo digital output to control that calibration.
We will also put a led with a resistance that will turn on every time
the pir sensor detects movement. Here we have an image of how
our circuit would be armed. Although a Robot cannot tell you if a
substance tastes good or if an odour smells bad, the steps involved
in analyzing the chemical composition can give it far more
information than a normal human could about its properties. A
Robot, equipped with a carbon monoxide sensor, would be able to
detect carbon monoxide gas which is otherwise colorless, odorless
to humans. A Robot would also be able to tell you the PH level of a
substance to determine if it is acidic or basic and much, much more.
People use a pair of eyes to get a very good sense of depth, though
for many, accurately gauging distance is not easy. A human might
tell you “the tree looks to be about 50 feet away”, but a robot,
equipped with the right distance sensors, can tell “the tree is 43.1
feet away”. Additionally, Robots can not only sense but give
accurate values of a variety of environmental factors that humans
are otherwise unaware of or incapable of sensing. For example, a
robot can tell you the precise angular or linear acceleration it is
subjected to, while most humans would only tell you “I’m turning”, or
“I’m moving”. A human can tell you based on experience if they
think an object will be hot or cold without actually touching it,
whereas a thermal camera can provide a 2D thermal image of
whatever is in front of it. Although humans have five main senses,
robots can have an almost infinite number of different sensors.

After the circuit has been assembled, using Python Language:
#program to get images
Import numpy as np
Import cv2
Import sys
Import cv
#constructor de videocapture para capturar imagen
Cap =cv2.videocapture(-1)
Cap.set(cv.cv_cap_prop_frame_width,640); #ancho de foto
Cap.set(cv.cv_cap_prop_frame_height,480); #alto de foto
#función para saber si se ha abierto bien la cámara
If not cap.isopened(): #si no se puede conectar a la cámara
o no se localiza
print "la cámara no se encuentra"
sys.exit(-1)
Else:
print "la cámara funciona"
Ret,frame = cap.read() #se crea un objeto donde se guarda la
imagen
Cv2.imwrite('foto.jpg',frame) #se genera la foto
#para cerrar la cámara o la captura
Cap.release() #se termina el proceso de captura
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In this case it was pasted in notebook on the pc and saved as
fotograma.py, in order to execute this code from the galileo said
script had to be saved in a folder of the linux system integrated in
this case in /home/root. To access the interior of these linux folders
we used a program called winscp. It is by means of sftp its acronym
means ssh file transfer protocol, it is completely different from the ftp
protocol (file transfer protocol). Sftp was built from scratch and adds
the characteristic of ftp to ssh. Only use a communication channel,
send and receive messages in binary (and not in text format as ftp
does). Where we enter the ip assigned to the intel galileo board and
the password. Prior to this, galileo must be connected via ethernet
to a modem with internet so that it works and we can interact with it
through another computer connected in the same network whether
in a wired or wireless form. We click on login and we can navigate in
the folders of linux of Galileo. In which on the left side are the
folders of our personal computer and on the right is linux of our
galileo transfering of the python script or other files to the galileo.

So they started moving the values until the perfect fit was found as
we see in the following screenshot. Contrast of 100, saturation 100
and brightness 50. The test photo was in a file. Once the
photograph was taken successfully, we proceeded to program the
code to send the photo by email.
# importamos librerias
Import smtplib # para lograr conexión hacia el correo electrónico
Import mimetypes # para los tipos de objetos que contienen texto
Import os # para lectura html
# importamos los modulos necesarios
From email.mimemultipart import mimemultipart # para el mensaje
From email.mimeimage import mimeimage # para la imagen
From email.encoders import encode_base64 # para tipo de codificación ( símbolos)
From email.mime.text import mimetext # para almacenar temporalmente los textos de los
correos
# creamos objeto multipart, quien sera el recipiente que enviaremos
Msg = mimemultipart()# creamos objeto de este tipo para el mensaje
Msg['from']="rubenalejandro1989@gmail.com" # para quien es el correo
Msg['to']="rubenalejandro1989@gmail.com" # desde donde se envia
Msg['subject']="alerta! En tu hogar" # asunto del mensaje
Html = """\ # codigo html básico solo para darle f ormato al texto en la bandeja de entrada
del usuario
<html>
<head></head>
<body bgcolor="red">
<center><b><font color="red" size="5" face="engravers mt">alguien ha entrado a tu
habitacion aqui se te envian las fotos:</font></b></center>
</body>
</html>
"""
Part2 = mimetext(html, 'html') # asignamos el mensaje escrito en código html
# adjuntamos imagen
File = open("foto.jpg", "rb") # para asignar nombre a la fotografía tomada
Attach_image = mimeimage(file.read())# para cargar la fotografía
Attach_image.add_header('content-disposition', 'attachment; filename = "foto2.jpg"') #
para adjuntar la fotografia al correo electronico
Msg.attach(part2) # para asignar el contenido del mensaje al correo
Msg.attach(attach_image) # para enviar la imagen al correo deseado
# autenticamos
Mailserver = smtplib.smtp('smtp.gmail. Com',587) # para hacer conexión con el servidor
gmail
Mailserver.ehlo()# confirmación de conexión
Mailserver.starttls()# se ejecuta la conexión
Mailserver.ehlo()# nuevamente se confirma conexión
Mailserver.login("rubenalejandro1989@gmail.com","*********") # se ingresa contraseña al
correo
# enviamos
Mailserver.sendmail("rubenalejandro1989@gmail.com",
"rubenalejandro1989@gmail.com",
msg.as_string()) # se manda el correo
# cerramos
Mailserver.close()# se cierra sesión

It was executed successfully, managing to send the test mail. Later
a code was programmed in arduino which allows to coordinate the
hardware function (galileo intel board, camera, pir sensor) with the
software or the embedded system (configuration of the camera in
the linux and python codes).
int led = 7; int pir = 8; int power_pir = 9;
void setup() {
serial.begin ( 9600 );
pinmode ( led, output );
pinmode ( pir, input );
pinmode ( power_pir, output );
digitalwrite ( power_pir, high );
serial.println ( "calibrating..." );
delay ( 10000 );
serial.println( "pir ok" );
}
void loop() {
delay(2000);
if(digitalread(pir)==low)
{
digitalwrite(led,low);
system("v4l2-ctl --set-ctrl contrast=100");
system("v4l2-ctl
--set-ctrl
saturation=100");
system("v4l2-ctl
--set-ctrl
brightness=50");
system("python /home/root/fotograma.py");
system("python /home/root/myemail.py");
serial.println("mail sent");
}
else
{
digitalwrite(led,low);
}
}

Running the photography script. It was accessed through ssh
th r o u g h th e p u tty p r o g r a m :

A. IP Address is entered, the ssh option is chosen and give it in load
and ready. B. Enter the root password to start working on the linux
console. C. To execute the python script for the camera we moved
to the folder.
login as: root
root@quark00f424:~# cd /home/root
root@quark00f424:~# ls
base.py hellopencv.c tweetbot.py
base.pyc
myemail.py
xdk-daemon-galileo-precompiled-0.0.31
foto.jpg opencv.c xdk-daemon-galileo-precompiled-0.0.31.tar
fotograma.py opencv.ccp
get-pip.py server.js
root@quark00f424:~#
root@quark00f424:~#python fotograma.py

It is upload the sketch and when it is verified, it says “I detect
movement”, “I take the photo and sent it” to the desired mail, we just
press the reset button of the galileo and the sketch will be saved on
the board so the next time it is want to run the prototype you just
have to connect to the modem and then to the power outlet and
you're done. The computer is no longer needed to put it into use
since the same Galileo board executes it in embedded mode.
Finally, it is ready to be used as many times as necessary. And that
show that works OK.

A first difficulty was found when sending an error message and this
was due to the lack of the python cv2 library, so a research process
was started to solve this problem and the solution was the following:
It was necessary to install the opencv library, which is a library for
3

All of our used assembly robots go through a rigorous reconditioning
process, but can cost up to 50% less than a new one. Our robotic
integrations throughout the Universidad Tecnológica de
Nezahualcóyotl to Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana Iztapalapa ,
Instituto Tecnológico de Iztapalapa and Instituto Politécnico
Nacional Centro Interdisciplinario de Investigación para el
Desarrollo Integral Regional Unidad Oaxaca, speak to our excellent
workmanship, and technical advance. We put our students first and
strive to meet every need by offering the trash robot made of with
every robot system to learn. Please check out our other three
papers of assembly robots. Finally our Dakota robot looks like the
next drawing. Dakota for The Dallas Cowboys Quarter Back Dakota
Prescott. We use all our experience teaching and integrating a
whole group building this robot and the others. Last two years the
Executive Dean Engineer Vicente Nunez (RIP) from IEEE Mexico
Section ask us write more articles of robots and LAMP technology
and Tutorials, and the crew has developed and research a new
technology that we named LMEEC. This set of papers is just the
beginning and a new way to teach and learn science and
technology. We are highly thankful of the great support that Mexico
Section Former Dean has had with UTN and the Nezahualcoyotl
Student Branch and Nezahualcoyotl PHP Ramptors crew. All that
we wrote these set of papers as a posthumous tribute and to
complete his pediment. Thank you Engineer Nuñez for everything,
next year we will have more.

For the robot, you can also use a device that is TCP/IP enabled with
a wireless router. Advantages: A. Controllable from anywhere in the
world so long as it is within range of a wireless router. B. High data
rates possible. Disadvantages. A. Added programming required. B.
Maximum range is usually determined by the choice of wireless
router. GPRS and Cellular. Another wireless technology that was
originally developed for human to human communication, the cell
phone, is now being used to control robots. Since cellular
frequencies are regulated, incorporating a cellular module on a
robot usually requires added patience for programming as well as
an understanding of the cellular network system and the regulations.
Advantages: A. Robot can be controlled anywhere it has a cellular
signal. B. Direct satellite connection is possible. Disadvantages: A.
Setup and configuration can be complex, not recommended for
beginners. B. Each network has its own requirements or restrictions.
C. Cellular service is not free; usually the more data you transmit
and receive. Autonomous System. System not yet well setup for
robotics use. The next step is to use the microcontroller in your
robot to its full potential and program it to react to input from its
sensors. Autonomous control can come in various forms: preprogrammed with no feedback from the environment, limited sensor
feedback and finally complex sensor feedback. True “autonomous
control” involves a variety of sensors and code to allow the robot to
determine by itself the best action to be taken in any given situation.
The most complex methods of control currently implemented on
autonomous robots are visual and auditory commands. For visual
control, a robot looks to a human or an object in order to get its
commands. Getting a robot to turn to the left by showing a piece of
paper with arrow pointing left is a lot harder to accomplish than one
might initially suspect. An auditory command such as “turn left” also
requires quite a bit of programming.
CONCLUSIONS
The Doors are the funniest teaching how to do it and make it has
been an educational experience. In this paper, it has built a threewheeled robot called Dakota that can drive with control manual. At
the beginning was that might be confusing on the first time through.
Also, this may look like a very long, advanced project due to the
length of the directives, but it’s actually pretty simple. No need to be
intimidated, this is a medium – beginner level project that it can get
some satisfying results with then build upon as it can be learned
more. There are more Arduino robots that can be easily built
instead. It can also be daunting to get started. Here has shown how
to get a start-to-finish with the sensors of a robot.

XBee and Zigbee modules use RF for communication, but allow the
user to vary many of the communication parameters involved.
These modules have a specific footprint (layout) and are only
produced by certain companies. Their main advantage is that they
provide a very robust easy to set up link and take care of all of the
communication protocol details. Many robot builders choose to
make semi-autonomous robots with RF capability since it allows the
robot to be as autonomous as possible, provide feedback to a user
and still give the user some control over some of its functions should
the need arise. Advantages: A. Considerable distances possible. B.
Setup can be straightforward. C. Omni directional (impeded but not
entirely blocked by walls and obstructions). Disadvantages: A. Very
low data rate (simple commands only). B. Pay attention to the
transmission frequencies – they can be shared. Bluetooth. This is a
form of RF and follows specific protocols for sending and receiving
data. Normal Bluetooth range is often limited to about 10m though it
does have the advantage of allowing users to control their robot via
Bluetooth-enabled devices such as cell-phones, PDAs and laptops
(though custom programming may be required to create an
interface). Just like RF, Bluetooth offers two-way communication.
Advantages: A. Controllable from any Bluetooth enabled device
(usually additional programming is necessary) such as a
Smartphone, laptop, desktop. B. Higher data rates possible.
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